September 9, 2016
Via cybercommission@nist.gov
Nakia Grayson
National Institute of Standards and Technology
100 Bureau Drive, Stop 2000
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
Subject: Information on Current and Future States of Cybersecurity in the Digital
Economy
Dear Ms. Grayson:
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the world’s largest business federation representing the
interests of more than 3 million businesses of all sizes, sectors, and regions, as well as state and
local chambers and industry associations, and dedicated to promoting, protecting, and defending
America’s free enterprise system, welcomes the opportunity to respond to the Commission on
Enhancing National Cybersecurity’s (the Commission’s) request for information (RFI) about
current and future states of cybersecurity in the digital economy, which the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) is supporting.1
The Commission asks that organizations respond to approximately a dozen questions
based on topics in the February 2016 executive order (EO) and the meetings that the
Commission has held to date.2 The Chamber does not attempt to answer every question in the
RFI. We focus on the top three cybersecurity issues that the Chamber wants the Commission and
the next administration to prioritize. We believe that it is crucial for the 45th president to get the
big issues positioned correctly, so that relatively smaller issues (e.g., cyber insurance)3 fall into
place more easily.4
Since April, the Commission has examined numerous topics in a thoughtful and
methodical way. Taken as a whole, the Chamber believes that the Commission’s
recommendations to the next administration do not need to solve every complex cybersecurity
challenge—there are too many. Instead, the Commission should seek to (1) maintain the
momentum of quality initiatives, particularly the joint industry-NIST Framework for Improving
Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (the Framework) and the new information-sharing law. The
Commission should also (2) examine ways to boost adherence to international norms and
deterrence.5 The Chamber recognizes that imposing costs on malicious actors is complicated.
Policymaking will require engaging the business community, making trade-offs, and allowing
time for thinking to mature.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Leadership on the Commission on Enhancing National Cybersecurity (the Commission) has described the report that
it will present to the White House in December as a transition memo to the 45th president, which is a workable
approach. The U.S. Chamber urges the Commission to prioritize the following three policy initiatives, which will
help strengthen cybersecurity in the public and private sectors and enhance U.S. economic and national security.
1.

The Cybersecurity Framework: Preserving Flexibility and Collaboration, Driving International
Alignment



Challenge. Businesses need a cost-effective tool that is rooted in a common language to manage their
cybersecurity risks. The solution must be based on business needs without placing additional regulatory
requirements on industry. Also, cybersecurity efforts are optimal when they reflect industry-driven
practices and global standards.



Solution: The Commission should recommend to the next administration that its No. 1 cybersecurity
priority is embracing the joint industry-National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework
for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (the Framework). The Framework, which the Chamber
actively promotes, has received much praise from public and private organizations at home and overseas.



Timeline: Right away. The private sector should eventually govern the Framework, but NIST needs to
maintain a key role in collaborating with industry and engaging foreign organizations and governments.

2.

The Cybersecurity Information sharing Act of 2015 (CISA): Building Capacity and Fostering Trust



Challenge: Most policy and business observers agree that effective cybersecurity information sharing is an
important method of protecting organizations’ networks and information systems. To be meaningfully
actionable, threat data need to be shared in real time, which is a work in progress.



Solution: President Obama signed the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015 (CISA) into law in
December 2015, which the Chamber applauds. The new law is meant to spur protected, automated sharing.
CISA is off to a good start. The Chamber urges lawmakers and the 45th president to be industry’s ally as it
uses the program and builds capacity. Companies need to trust that policymakers have their backs.



Timeline: Right away. The next administration should partner with the Chamber in urging businesses to use
the Framework, join an information-sharing body, and take advantage of the CISA/Automated Information
System (AIS) as appropriate. Such actions will take several years to implement.

3.

Norms and Deterrence: Negotiating Toward Acceptable Behaviors and Imposing Costs on
Malicious Actors



Challenge: Despite the existence of written blueprints, the U.S. cybersecurity strategy is seemingly
uncertain—both to many in the private sector and our adversaries alike—in part because of the complexity.



Solution: Public-private policymaking needs to spotlight increasing adherence to international norms and
deterrence (roughly equivalent to improving U.S. defenses and imposing costs on bad actors). A key goal is
to reduce the benefits of conducting harmful cyber activity against the business community and the nation.
The upcoming administration should engage the private sector and other stakeholders on the roles of cyber
defense and deterrence. The pros and cons of cyber deterrence deserve more careful scrutiny than they have
received to date.



Timeline: The next administration will need to bolster norms and deterrence over its next one to two terms.
The 45th president should build on the work of the Obama administration.

The remainder of this paper expands on these topics in more detail and includes additional background information.
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1. THE CYBERSECURITY FRAMEWORK: PRESERVING FLEXIBILITY AND
COLLABORATION, DRIVING INTERNATIONAL ALIGNMENT
The Chamber believes that businesses and policymakers see the joint industry-NIST
Framework as a pillar for managing enterprise cybersecurity risks and threats, including at home
and increasingly abroad.6 NIST did an admirable job convening many organizations to develop
the Framework over the course of many months. Support for the Framework has been evident
throughout the Commission’s four open workshops from May to August.7
The Chamber will press President Obama’s successor to embrace the Framework. We see
the Framework as a multistakeholder tool, a collaborative process, and a constructive mind-set.
The Chamber urges private organizations—from the C-suite to the newest hire—to commit to
robust cybersecurity practices and regular improvements.
Public-Private Collaboration
To sustain the momentum behind the Framework, the Chamber believes that both
industry and government have jobs to do. On the one hand, the Chamber has been actively
promoting the Framework since it was released in 2014. The Chamber launched our
cybersecurity roundtable series in 2014. This national initiative recommends that businesses of
all sizes and sectors adopt fundamental internet security practices, including using the
Framework and similar risk management tools, engaging cybersecurity providers, and partnering
with law enforcement before cyber incidents occur.
The Chamber has spearheaded 11 major regional roundtables and two summits in
Washington, D.C., since 2014. More events are planned for 2017. The Chamber’s Fifth Annual
Cybersecurity Summit will be held on September 27. Each regional event includes approximately
200 attendees and typically features cybersecurity principals from the White House, DHS, NIST,
and local FBI and Secret Service officials. Further, Chamber members are using the Framework
and urging business partners to manage cybersecurity risks to their data and devices. Industry is
working with government entities to strengthen its information networks and systems against a
dizzying array of malicious actors.
On the other hand, the Chamber urges policymakers to help agencies and departments
harmonize existing regulations with the Framework and maintain the Framework’s flexible,
nonregulatory nature. For example, in April, the Chamber engaged in a quality discussion with
the Cybersecurity Forum for Independent and Executive Branch Regulators (the Cyber Forum).
We indicated that some government entities are forming genuine partnerships with industry to
enhance the security and resilience of U.S. critical infrastructure; some agencies are seemingly
exploring ways to flex their regulatory muscles; and some federal bodies are apparently
abandoning the spirit, if not the precepts, of the 2013 EO (13636) on strengthening critical
infrastructure and the Cybersecurity Enhancement Act of 2014. Both measures call for
identifying and reducing the cyber regulatory burden on the business community.
A single business organization should not be beset by multiple cybersecurity rules
coming from many agencies, which are likely to be conflicting or duplicative in execution.
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Regulation is likely to drain businesses’ optional cybersecurity resources toward compliance.
The Chamber holds that policymakers, including members of the Cyber Forum, should appoint
an official(s) to focus on reducing duplicative, if not eliminating, overly burdensome cybersecurity requirements impacting regulated organizations, as called for under the 2013 EO and the
2014 act.
It is instructive that during the August 23 Commission meeting in Minneapolis a federal
agency official, when asked during a Q&A, was unable to come up with an example of how the
government is attempting to harmonize government cybersecurity mandates. The official said, “I
cannot come up with an example of harmonization.” To be fair, even if his statement was not
100% accurate (i.e., some modicum of harmonization is happening), it is still mostly true in the
Chamber’s experience. We, too, cannot point to concerted efforts by government leaders to
streamline existing cybersecurity regulations.
Some sectors may have multiple requirements that need to be rationalized with the
Framework, while others may face less of a burden. The bottom line is that the Chamber believes
that the next administration should make it a priority in 2017 to meet with sector-specific groups
(e.g., associations, coordinating councils) and companies to exchange perspectives on how
voluntary partnerships and regulatory programs can be made more effective for both government
and industry.
In addition to urging regulatory harmonization, it is equally crucial that the next
presidency opposes the creation of new or quasi-cybersecurity regulations, especially when
government authorities have not taken affected entities’ perspectives into account. A case in
point is the Federal Communication Commission’s (the FCC’s or the Commission’s) proposed
broadband privacy rule. The Chamber believes that the FCC needs to dramatically pull back on
this rulemaking. Above all, the FCC’s rulemaking represents what not to do from a standpoint of
collaboration. The Commission takes the opposite approach to shared, cooperative public-private
cybersecurity that the Obama administration and the Chamber are holding up as a model for
stakeholders to imitate.8
International Alignment
In addition to domestic considerations surrounding the Framework, many Chamber
members operate globally. Much of U.S. industry is advocating that foreign governments and
regions like the European Union (EU) align their cybersecurity programs with the Framework.
The Chamber appreciates that NIST has been actively meeting with foreign governments urging
them to embrace the Framework. However, NIST should not have to shoulder the outreach load
alone.
The Commission should recommend that the next administration organizes opportunities
for stakeholders to participate in multinational discussions. The Chamber urges the federal
government to work with international partners and believes that these discussions should be
stakeholder driven and occurring on a routine basis. The very nonregulatory, cooperative, and
efficient qualities that have drawn industries toward the Framework—which can be used
regardless of where their operations are situated internationally—attach to companies regardless
of whether they are American, British, French, German, Korean, or Italian, among others.
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The Framework is special because it is biased toward a standards- and technology-neutral
approach to managing cybersecurity risks, rather than favoring a particular nation’s or a region’s
processes. Virtually all multinational organizations benefit when policymakers align flexible
cybersecurity risk management programs at the international level, not just at the national level.
The 45th president is strongly urged to embrace the Framework. Still, the Framework is only part
of a mix of cybersecurity policy initiatives, particularly implementing the new informationsharing law, which should move forward together.
2. THE CYBERSECURITY INFORMATION SHARING ACT OF 2015 (CISA):
BUILDING CAPACITY AND FOSTERING TRUST
The Chamber applauds Congress and President Obama for passing the Cybersecurity
Information Sharing Act of 2015 (CISA), which is title I of the Cybersecurity Act of 2015, in
December 2015.9 The Chamber led the Protecting America’s Cyber Networks Coalition (the
Coalition), a partnership of more than 50 leading business associations representing nearly every
sector of the U.S. economy. It took a dedicated team working with Capitol Hill and the
administration to get CISA done.
CISA establishes a voluntary information-sharing program intended to strengthen
businesses’ protection and resilience against cyberattacks. The law gives businesses legal
certainty that they have safe harbor against frivolous lawsuits when freely sharing and receiving
cyber threat indicators (CTIs) and defensive measures (DMs) in real time and taking actions to
mitigate cyberattacks. CISA also offers protections related to public disclosure, regulatory, and
antitrust matters in order to increase the timely exchange of information among public and
private entities.
The law safeguards individuals’ privacy and civil liberties and establishes appropriate
roles for government agencies and departments. CISA reflects sound compromises among many
parties on these issues.10
CISA called for the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to establish a “capability
and process” (aka a portal) in the department to receive CTIs and DMs shared by businesses with
the federal government in an electronic format—i.e., through email or media, an interactive form
on an internet website, or a real-time and automated process. In March 2016, DHS launched an
Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS) platform that enables the government and the private sector
to exchange cybersecurity threat information with one another.11
On June 9, an industry participant at a DHS-led CISA implementation workshop captured
the thinking of many when he said, “Our adversaries are employing automated techniques
against us. Machine-to-machine sharing is a key element needed to help solve our cybersecurity
problems.” He added that the United States cannot succeed if we pit cyber professionals—which
are a significantly limited workforce asset—against machines.
The AIS initiative reportedly has more than 100 participants—spanning the banking,
energy, and technology sectors, as well as both small and large companies—up from
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6 participants this past spring. Groups have begun testing their ability to share and receive
indicators, but there is not yet sharing on a massive scale.12
The Chamber is championing CISA as part of our national cybersecurity campaign.
Appropriate, real-time automated sharing will strengthen the security and resilience of industry
and government, thus heightening the costs of executing malicious attacks by U.S. adversaries.
Many experts contend that the timely sharing of cyber indicators among various informationsharing and analysis organizations (ISAOs), information-sharing and analysis centers (ISACs),
and private- and public-sector entities can reduce both the probability and the severity of
cybersecurity incidents. ISACs are considered to be ISAOs.
The enactment of CISA triggered several government guidelines and procedures. In
particular, DHS and the Department of Justice (DOJ) released final guidance on June 15 to assist
“non-federal entities”—including organizations in the private sector and state and local
governments—to share CTIs with the federal government. The departments also released final
procedures relating to the receipt and use of CTIs by the federal government, final guidelines
relating to privacy and civil liberties in connection with the exchange of these indicators, and
guidance to federal agencies on sharing information in the government’s possession.
The Chamber’s main message to the Commission concerning CISA/AIS implementation
is threefold:


The CISA program is off to a good start. We said to lawmakers in June that while
oversight by Congress is crucial, it is too soon to make changes to the legislation. CISA
does not need to be reauthorized for several years (i.e., September 2025).



We urge lawmakers and the next administration to be industry’s ally as it uses the
program. Companies need to trust that policymakers have their backs. It is important that
businesses see that the protections granted by the law—including matters tied to limited
liability, regulation, antitrust, and public disclosure—become real.
The Chamber agrees with a witness who spoke on June 21 before the Commission at the
University of California-Berkeley. He noted that the government could make it easier for
companies to create a “regulatory safe space,” where they can more effectively share
information about bugs and attacks.13 The Chamber hears such sentiments frequently and
believes that government entities like DHS want to use company data prudently.
However, many more agencies and departments will have to adopt attitudes and actions
that do not create disincentives to businesses reporting threat and vulnerability data. Time
will tell.



We tell businesses that they should use the Framework, join an ISAO or an ISAC, and
take advantage of the CISA/AIS system as appropriate. The Chamber is pressing senior
leaders of industry groups to promote these initiatives among their peers and
constituencies.14
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Private Organizations and Information-Sharing Capabilities: Different Strokes for Different Folks
The Chamber believes that businesses’ use of the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015 (CISA)/
Automated Indicator Sharing (AIS) program falls into roughly four categories. These groupings are
generalizations—shorthand for where private entities are in the information-sharing ecosystem. It is important to
note that policymakers need to have patience regarding industry’s use of CISA and AIS.
First, not all private organizations will have the financial means and personnel to establish an information-sharing
program, join information-sharing and analysis organizations (ISAOs) or information-sharing and analysis centers
(ISACs), and/or plug into the AIS system—and many do not need to.
Second, the perceived success of CISA should not be dependent on the number of organizations that join AIS
directly. Such a number is expected to be relatively small, according to government and industry experts. Most
businesses will swap threat data among their peers and across sectors, not necessarily with government, as well as
with ISACs (some of which have thousands of members) and ISAOs (which are largely in the development stage,
with some notable exceptions).


Small Businesses and Underresourced Organizations: Indirect Beneficiaries of Innovations in
Sharing. Many small and midsize businesses, especially underresourced enterprises, will be able to benefit
from an innovative, automated sharing ecosystem. A key long-term goal of information-sharing legislation
is to foster economies of scale in real-time sharing. The Chamber anticipates that the marketplace will
eventually provide inexpensive and simple-to-deploy technologies that conform to CISA’s rules (e.g.,
scrubbing privacy information from CTIs) and generate and swap threat signatures at internet speeds.
Systems like AIS will be able to block attacks sooner and more regularly, compared with the relatively
human-intensive sharing schemes used today.



The Intrigued But Cautious: Sharing Should Pick Up as Both Education and Confidence Increase.
Businesses in this category have probably heard something about CISA through social media, cybersecurity
events, and colleagues. Business leaders are interested in protected sharing arrangements, yet they are not
ready to commit to routine sharing and receiving.
Many cautious businesses have pictures in their heads of bureaucrats lying in wait with regulations and
privacy groups readying lawsuits. The Chamber does not agree completely with these perspectives, but we
hear them expressed frequently. Chamber staff attended a DHS-led C3 Voluntary Program in early June in
Indianapolis and one individual’s remark comes to mind. He said, “I have heard about CISA. But we are
not ready as a company to participate—it will take a cultural shift.” This person’s apprehension tells us
how central it is that trust in CISA’s protections be earned and maintained. The Chamber and most
government leaders appreciate that business attitudes change over time and participation in CISA/AIS will
be gradual.
One change that may accelerate the use of CISA is business contracting arrangements. The Chamber
foresees situations where large firms require their supply chain partners to belong to an ISAO/ISAC and to
utilize AIS or some other automated means of timely indicator sharing.



ISAOs/ISACs Members: Leveraging the Expanding Network of Sharing Conduits. Many members in
this dispersed network of ISAOs/ISACs do not share cybersecurity threat data directly with the
government. Instead, rank-and-file members in this category typically share CTIs and DMs with other
businesses and with the government through the channels that information bodies (e.g., the Financial
Services-ISAC, the Oil and Natural Gas-ISAC) provide. This category is expected to swell as confidence in
the CISA program grows and new information-sharing organizations are stood up over the coming months
and years. A Chamber member recently told us that she would engage CISA/AIS “gently and in steps—
we’ll build bit by bit.” This mind-set is a useful window into how entities view the initiative.
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The comparatively new ISAO standards organization is a key component of the Obama administration’s
cybersecurity strategy, launched in early 2015.15 The administration’s promotion of ISAOs is designed to
encourage the protected sharing of information based on emerging and evolving threats that transcend
industry sectors and geographic regions. 16 CISA is expected to have a positive influence on the expansion
of the community of ISAOs and ISACs.


Early Information-Sharing Leaders: Increasing the Quality and Volume of Sharing Under CISA.
Private organizations in this category are actively engaged in sharing threat data. They were in the
vanguard of businesses establishing and funding ISAOs and ISACs several years ago. Companies in this
grouping have long-established information-sharing relationships among multiple industry peers and
government partners, and several of them are already directly connected to sharing programs like AIS. 17
CISA should give lawyers and risk management professionals in these top organizations added certainty to
receive cyber threat indicators (CTIs) and defensive measures (DMs) and to share them with business and
government. A core purpose of the new law is to extend liability protections to companies to urge them to
share cyber threat information.18
Companies in this category are eager to see a sea change in the real-time sharing of threat indicators in and
across sectors, as well as between government and businesses. According to a Chamber member who
addressed the Commission on May 16, “Our adversaries should only use an attack or technique once. If our
business spots an attack today, all businesses should be protected against it by day’s end.” Clearly, this
company is an active member of the sharing community and wants public-private capacity to expand its
capability to exchange threat data immediately. The Chamber agrees.

3. NORMS AND DETERRENCE: NEGOTIATING TOWARD ACCEPTABLE
BEHAVIORS AND IMPOSING COSTS ON MALCIOUS ACTORS
Despite the existence of written blueprints, such as ones related to global prosperity and
defense, the U.S. cybersecurity strategy is seemingly uncertain to many in the private sector and
our adversaries alike. The Chamber believes that policymakers need to refocus national and
global efforts to heighten the costs on sophisticated attackers that would willfully hack
America’s private sector for illicit purposes. Public-private policymaking needs to spotlight
increasing adherence to international norms and deterrence, which is roughly equivalent to
improving our defenses and imposing costs on bad actors, to reduce the benefits of conducting
harmful cyber activity against the U.S. business community and the nation.
The Chamber believes that the Framework is a very useful tool in assisting businesses
with strengthening their cybersecurity. However, much more needs to be done to give businesses
and government the implements they need to adequately increase costs on malicious cyber
activity. The Framework, intentionally or not, is a tactic in the United States’ strategy to counter
serious threats to our nation’s economic and national security.
Over the past several years, policy and legislation have tended to focus almost
exclusively on regulating industry (punishing the victim)19 or leveraging trade and investment
measures in economically risky ways, which the Chamber views as possibly a one-sided and
losing proposition. Industry and government need to battle bad actors, not one another.
Fortunately, due to NIST’s work, the Framework should help create a more collaborative publicprivate approach to addressing cybersecurity threats, but the proof will be in the pudding. 20
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Our organization believes that the United States needs to coherently shift the costs
associated with cyberattacks in ways that are timely, legal, and proportionate (relative to the risks
and threats). Restraint needs to be the watchword, but nefarious actors that would attempt to
empty bank accounts, steal trade secrets, or temporarily shut down vital infrastructure operations
need to be held accountable. Policymakers need to help the law enforcement community. The
FBI and the Secret Service are key assets to the business community.21 But law enforcement
officials are numerically overmatched compared with hackers. The Chamber supports increasing
the resources that law enforcement agencies need to counter and mitigate cyber threats
internationally.22
The Chamber believes that the next administration, Congress, and other stakeholders
need to become more fluent concerning cyber deterrence, which is a new area of policy and
practice. Participants need to conduct a review of actions that can be appropriately and wisely
taken by business and government to deter bad actors. In a global security environment that is
characterized by asymmetric threats and risks, businesses are frequently left to their own devices,
which can give bad actors the upper hand, especially since offense in cyberspace is easy and
defense is difficult.
The Chamber supports an open, innovative, and secure online environment that fosters
commerce, not conflict. For norms and deterrence to be effective, businesses should have a menu
of legal options at their disposal, sending a credible message that cyberattacks on industry and
government will not be tolerated. After all, many policymakers and businesses are loath to tell
illicit actors, “Do what you will—steal or damage our information—and we’ll stand still.” The
realistic goal of improving deterrence policy and negotiating norms is to establish boundaries for
what constitutes acceptable behavior in cyberspace for state and nonstate actors—the latter of
which employ hit-and-run tactics online that are reminiscent of ocean-going piracy and age-old
guerilla fighting.23
In early June, the Chamber’s board approved a policy statement containing several
recommendations concerning cybersecurity norms and deterrence, which our organization had
been contemplating since 2013.24 The full statement is provided for the Commission’s review in
the appendix to this letter.
The Chamber appreciates the opportunity to offer our views to the Commission regarding
cybersecurity policy recommendations to the 45th presidency. We would be pleased to expand
on the ideas in this letter. If you have any questions or need more information, please do not
hesitate to contact me (abeauchesne@uschamber.com; 202-463-3100) or my colleague Matthew
J. Eggers (meggers@uschamber.com; 202-463-5619).
Sincerely,

Ann M. Beauchesne
Senior Vice President

Matthew J. Eggers
Executive Director, Cybersecurity Policy
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Appendix
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
Policy Statement on Cybersecurity Norms and Deterrence
June 2016
Three themes underpin the U.S. Chamber’s policy statement on cybersecurity norms and
deterrence, which focuses on principles (ideas that we believe in) and objectives (policies that we
want pushed in collaboration with the U.S. government and foreign governments).


The Chamber supports an open, innovative, and secure online environment that fosters
commerce, not conflict.



Cybersecurity improvement is inherently global in nature and requires norms or rules of
the road that are effective across sectors and national boundaries.



The United States and foreign governments need to make the private sector a genuine
partner in crafting cyber policies, including policies related to defense, information
sharing, privacy protections, and deterrence.

I. In consultation with the private sector and working with its allies and international
organizations, the United States needs to continue developing its multiagency strategy for
deterring and responding to cyber events through cyber and noncyber methods by
employing all instruments of private and public power—diplomatic, economic,
information, intelligence, military, and law enforcement. There is a problematic gap in
current deterrence efforts between potential acts of cyberwar and low-level cyberattacks
that bad actors are filling.
The Chamber generally agrees with the administration’s 2015 policy regarding cyber
deterrence. The administration prioritizes deterring cyberattacks25 that threaten the loss of life
and critical infrastructure systems and services, which would likely be equated as acts of war
under international law. Top U.S. officials are rightly concerned about mitigating high-level
threats that could cause “wide-scale disruption, destruction, loss of life, and significant economic
consequences for the United States.”26
But the cyber deterrence report is incomplete.27 Businesses face an array of skilled and
unskilled actors whose goals are to attack, disrupt, and exploit private networks and information
systems. Such malicious incidents are occurring below the thresholds outlined in the deterrence
policy, which only suggests if, when, and why the government may respond to incidents.
The Chamber believes that the administration’s statement on deterrence, while taking
many positive steps, does not adequately address the gap that exists between (1) major cyber
incidents28, which have not occurred yet, and (2) the more frequent, relatively minor attacks
(e.g., pings) launched by unsophisticated actors that companies are capable of blunting mostly on
their own and/or with the assistance of outside service providers.
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Thus, in the malicious middle of the spectrum are costly29 attacks against businesses that
are linked to criminal groups and foreign powers or their surrogates that will virtually never be
deterred, much less punished. National governments are either too slow, underresourced, or not
well organized in cyberspace to respond fast and effectively. Costs—true calculus-changing
costs that would alter the behavior of would-be attackers—are rarely imposed on bad actors.
The bottom line is that an improved deterrence policy, shaped by the United States and
supported by its allies and other international partners, would better address the pernicious
activities in the middle of the attack spectrum. The Chamber recognizes that this is not easy.30
II. Businesses’ sound cyber risk management practices can make it harder for bad actors
to succeed. Governments’ cybersecurity policies and laws should be aligned with the
approach underpinning the joint industry-National Institute of Standards and
Technology’s (NIST’s) Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (the
Framework).
Smart and effective cybersecurity practices can make it harder for bad actors to succeed
against businesses, which some call “deterrence through denial.” There is a broad consensus in
U.S. industry that the Framework is an excellent baseline for businesses’ cyber risk management
programs and has the added benefit of being accessible to nontechnical professionals.31
The Framework is designed to help organizations start a cybersecurity program or
improve an existing one. It puts cybersecurity into a common language for organizations to
understand their cybersecurity posture, set goals for cybersecurity improvements, monitor their
progress, and foster communications with internal and external stakeholders.
In addition to the Framework itself, the positive approach behind the Framework is just
as significant. Use of the Framework is voluntary. Many industry and public-sector stakeholders
are committed to a bottom-up, collaborative process to cybersecurity policy. 32 Also, a vigorous
cybersecurity program—including against nation-state hackers or their surrogates and criminal
syndicates—can be expensive. Therefore, it is imperative that the Framework processes remain
cost effective. Organizations work mightily to get one dollar of security for every dollar spent.
Further, many Chamber members operate globally. We appreciate that NIST has been
actively meeting with foreign governments urging them to embrace the framework. Like NIST,
the Chamber believes that efforts to improve cybersecurity in the public and private sectors
should reflect the borderless and interconnected nature of our digital environment.
The current administration and its successor should provide meaningful opportunities for
private sector participation in multinational discussions. This could include creating dedicated
public-private partnerships and other forums where multistakeholder experts provide input and
best practices to ensure that any government activities reflect current technological
developments. The Chamber urges the federal government to work with international partners
and believes that these discussions should be stakeholder driven and occur routinely.
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III. The United States and foreign governments should assist law enforcement entities in
curtailing cybercrime. Authorities should also avoid blaming the victim, including placing
disproportionate burdens for deterrence and liability on the private sector. Governments
need to enhance their capacities to weaken nefarious organizations and individuals.
Cybercrimes are seemingly becoming more routine, more sophisticated, and more
alarming. U.S. law enforcement is working diligently to bring domestic and foreign attackers to
justice, which the Chamber applauds. The Chamber’s cybersecurity campaign urges businesses
to adopt fundamental internet security practices to reduce network and system weaknesses and
make the price of successful hacking increasingly steep.
FBI and Secret Service agents participate at each of the Chamber’s national cybersecurity
events, and we urge businesses to report cyber incidents and online crime to government
authorities. Our organization supports increasing the resources that law enforcement agencies
need to counter and mitigate cyber threats, including investigating and prosecuting cybercrime
cases internationally.33
As America’s public and private sectors build on significant investments that they have
made to strengthen the business community and U.S. economic security and resilience, other
nations need to improve their capabilities. Fortunately, existing thinking points to some ways
forward. For example, the Department of State’s International Security Advisory Board (ISAB)
issued draft recommendations in 2014 regarding cooperation and deterrence in cyberspace. The
ISAB said that global cooperation against practices generally held as felonious, especially
cybercrime and the theft of intellectual property (IP), should be a country’s first step.
The Chamber holds that the U.S. government and its allies should build institutions in
priority countries that foster a rule-of-law environment in ways that hit back at cybercrime and
protects IP, consistent with the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime.34 Indeed, the National
Academies of Sciences noted, “When another nation’s laws criminalize similar bad activities in
cyberspace, the United States and other nation are more likely to be able to work together to
combat hostile cyber operations that cross their national borders.”35
The Chamber supports policies spotlighting foreign countries that need assistance with
building capacity to battle cybercrime and enforce their laws against cyberattacks on American
consumers and businesses. U.S. legislation could, for instance, enable the administration to
identify countries of concern and fashion bilateral action plans to strengthen their legislative,
institutional, and enforcement mechanisms.36
It is important to stress that companies hacked by foreign governments and amply
resourced criminal groups often face unwarranted blame, including shouldering disproportionate
burdens for deterrence and liability. Governments should reject a blame-the-victim mentality
when it comes to cyber intrusions.37
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IV. Countries need to dramatically reduce the theft of IP, including trade secrets.
IP-related industries generate 35% of America’s economic output and are responsible for
two-thirds of all exports and more than 40 million jobs. The threat of trade secrets theft is of
increasing concern to U.S. economic well-being and job creation. The Chamber believes that
Congress should pass legislation creating a federal civil cause of action to complement existing
criminal remedies. A new legal structure would enable companies to better lessen the
commercial injury and loss of employment that often occur when trade secrets are stolen,
including via cyber methods.38, 39
Congress should increase resources for the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the FBI to
investigate and prosecute cases of trade secrets theft.40 Policymakers should support efforts by
American private entities both to identify and recover or render inoperable IP stolen through
cyber means.41
What’s positive, Congress passed the Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016 (P.L. 114–153)
in April and the president signed it into law on May 11.
V. The United States and its allies should enhance businesses’ situational awareness
through protected information sharing.
The Chamber supported enactment of the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act of 2015
(CISA), and we urge other democratic countries to adopt a public-private model for countering
cyberattacks similar to CISA.42 Some of the most virulent cyberattacks are originating from
foreign states or their proxies and sophisticated criminals. CISA will help businesses better
defend their networks and their customers’ data.
CISA gives businesses legal certainty that they have protections against frivolous
lawsuits when voluntarily sharing cyber threat information and taking actions to diminish
cyberattacks. The legislation also offers safeguards related to public disclosure, regulatory, and
antitrust matters. CISA reflects sound compromises among many stakeholders on these issues,
and it promotes the goal of sharing threat data among multiple business and government entities
while providing privacy protections.43
The Chamber believes that the information-sharing discussion puts insufficient emphasis
on advancing government-to-business sharing. Federal agencies and departments need to push
timely and actionable data to private entities, including businesses, information sharing and
analysis centers (ISACs), and information sharing and analysis organizations (ISAOs). The
government has gleaned threat data from hundreds of site visits and virtual engagements with
public and private entities. Cybersecurity threat data would help the business community
prioritize its risk mitigation activities.
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VI. The United States and its trading partners must defend the freedom of international
data flows.
Businesses, consumers, and governments all depend on and benefit from the seamless
flow of data across borders. However, many governments increasingly cite privacy and security
concerns to require data localization or create such high barriers to data transfers that de facto
localization exists. The United States should push back against misguided arguments that data
need to be stored or routed through domestic markets because such actions neither increase
security nor enhance domestic economic growth. The United States should apply this same
standard abroad and at home across all sectors.
Information security and privacy do not depend on the physical location of the data but,
rather, on the protocols put in place wherever servers are located, as well as the processes
followed whenever data are processed, transferred, and stored. Private organizations should be
urged to implement cybersecurity risk management plans that offer the highest level of
protection regardless of a server’s location.
Businesses and consumers benefit when companies that maintain data are able to use
cutting-edge security measures, regardless of the physical location of the data they seek to
protect. Geographic neutrality with regard to data storage enables all companies, particularly
small and midsize ones, to employ cost-effective information security solutions.
Relatedly, Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs) must be implemented in a more
efficient and transparent manner to remain effective for legitimate law enforcement needs.
Governments are increasingly contacting companies directly to circumvent the slow process for
gathering data outside a jurisdiction. However, this often results in companies facing a conflict of
laws where they are put in the position of violating one law while trying to comply with another.
Businesses are encountering this dynamic in multiple parts of the world. Among the
solutions needed is establishing a modernized approach that enables law enforcement to work
with our allies to fight crime jointly by sharing evidence quickly and efficiently through clear
rules. Improving the process for MLATs is a way to obviate the conflict of laws and streamline
the process by which governments can access information related to bad actors outside their
jurisdictions.
VII. States should seek international consensus on norms regarding conflict in cyberspace.
The U.S. government has identified approximately five peacetime norms of state
behavior in cyberspace. In May 2015, Secretary of State John Kerry outlined key principles at
Korea University, and they have subsequently been captured in the administration’s cyber
deterrence paper, excerpted below.44, 45 The Chamber believes that these norms are a good start,
and our organization’s policy statement provides additional ideas for stakeholders to adopt.
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1. A state should not conduct or knowingly support online activity that intentionally
damages critical infrastructure or otherwise impairs the use of critical infrastructure to
provide services to the public.
In March 2016, seven Iranians allegedly working on behalf of the Iranian government were indicted for a series of
cybercrimes that cost U.S. financial institutions tens of millions of dollars and compromised critical controls of a
New York dam, according to an FBI announcement. It is unclear if the indicted individuals will ever be brought to
justice. However, the government’s pursuit of cybercriminals through the use of all available tools, including public
criminal charges, is valuable.46

2. A state should not conduct or knowingly support activity intended to prevent national
computer security incident response teams (CSIRTs) from responding to cyber incidents.
3. A state should not use CSIRTs to enable online activity intended to do harm.
4. A state should cooperate, in a manner consistent with its domestic law and international
obligations, with requests for assistance from other states in investigating cybercrimes,
collecting electronic evidence, and mitigating malicious cyber activity emanating from its
territory.
Norms are urgently needed when it comes to extraditing and prosecuting cybercriminals. There is no disincentive to
being a cybercriminal that attacks U.S. industry from certain countries around the world. Recalcitrant governments
too frequently will not help the U.S. government round up bad actors and turn them over to the FBI and the Secret
Service.

5. A state should not conduct or knowingly support (or otherwise tolerate) cyber-enabled
theft of IP within its jurisdiction, including trade secrets or other confidential business
information, with the intent of providing competitive advantages to its companies or
commercial sectors [italics added].47
The Chamber is concerned that the “knowingly support” wording is not sufficiently strong or clear. Such language
could easily allow a country to ignore or deny activity emanating from its shores that is linked to IP theft.
On April 1, 2015, the White House issued an executive order (EO) intended to deter malicious cyber-enabled
operations such as harming critical infrastructure, damaging computers, and stealing sensitive data. The new tool
would allow the Department of the Treasury, in consultation with DOJ and the Department of State, to respond to
cyber activities conducted from places beyond the reach of U.S. law enforcement.
Administration officials said that the authority would be used “judiciously” and in “extraordinary circumstances.”
However, officials expressed hope that other countries would adopt similar policies, creating the potential for
governments to coordinate sanctions that reach across the globe.48
Sanctions are not a black or white issue. On the one hand, imposing economic costs through financial sanctions
could offer an effective noncyber tool for responding to both cyberattacks and malicious cyber activities, including
the theft of business trade secrets or the destruction of information devices and systems. On the other hand, the
Chamber is generally opposed to sanctions because of the commercial harm and other negative effects that impact
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trading partners. Tensions between countries could lead to retaliation from hostile nation-states against firms (e.g.,
the confiscation of a company’s equipment and resources).
An open and constructive dialogue on challenging cybersecurity subjects like sanctions is crucial to improving cyber
conflict management. Sanctions should be based on clear policy triggers (e.g., the 2015 EO on cyber sanctions), 49 be
multilateral in nature, and constitute a government response of last resort. The U.S. government should consult
closely with the business community before issuing penalties like sanctions so that authorities better understand the
implications of policy actions.

The Chamber urges policymakers and members of the business community to become
more familiar with concepts regarding international cybersecurity norms and deterrence. A
growing body of writings affirms that existing international laws and norms apply to state
behavior in cyberspace. In 2012, a Department of State official stressed, “Cyberspace is not a
‘law-free’ zone where anyone can conduct hostile activities without rules or restraint.”50
The challenge, though, is providing public- and private-sector decision makers with clear
information to determine how global laws and norms apply to cyber activities.
The Chamber urges policymakers to clarify which authoritative resources and writings
guide their thinking and deliberations. The 2013 Tallinn Manual on the International Law
Applicable to Cyber Warfare is one such guide, as well as the June 2015 Department of Defense
(DoD) Law of War Manual. Many terms—e.g., “cyberattack,” which is often used colloquially to
describe many types of hostile or malicious cyber activities; “computer network attack”; “use of
force”; and “cyber espionage”—need further clarification. The list of cyber terminology is
lengthy, sometimes confusing, and legalistic. Precise definitions are neither universally accepted
nor understood.51
VIII. The U.S. government, like-minded nations, and businesses should oppose attempts to
increase control of internet governance.
The Chamber believes that the multistakeholder bottom-up model of internet governance
has proven successful and must be maintained in the future. Any attempts to increase
government control of basic internet functions, such as domain names or standard protocols,
must be prevented. This includes creating new government-controlled venues or trying to assert
greater roles for existing government-controlled organizations, such as the United Nation’s
International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
IX. States should support public and private sector efforts that are under way to manage
cyber supply chain risk.
The Chamber’s cybersecurity education roundtable series urges businesses to use the
NIST Framework when communicating with partners, vendors, and suppliers. Businesses of all
sizes find it challenging to identify their risks and prioritize their actions to reduce weak links
vulnerable to penetration, theft, and disruption. Our organization believes that NIST should
provide additional guidance in this area, which the agency recognizes.
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The Chamber’s 2013 policy statement on information and communications technology
(ICT), the supply chain, and government’s regulatory role addresses managing cybersecurity
supply chain risks, but we want to capture a few key points here:


The Chamber supports efforts by policymakers to enhance the security of government
ICT networks and systems, or the cyber supply chain. However, we urge policymakers to
reject prescriptive and/or excessive supply chain or software assurance regimes that inject
the United States or foreign governments directly into businesses’ innovation and
technology development processes, which are global in scope.



Ambitious public- and private-sector efforts are under way to manage cyber supply chain
risk. The Chamber opposes government actions that would create U.S.-specific
guidelines, set private sector security standards, or conflict with industry-led security
programs. Instead, the government should seek to leverage mutually recognized
international agreements that enable ICT manufacturers to build products once and sell
them globally.



The Chamber has a fundamental concern about policies that would broadly apply
restrictions on international commerce based on real or perceived threats to the cyber
supply chain and ICT products’ country of origin. ICT cybersecurity policy must be
geared toward embracing globally recognized standards, facilitating trade, and managing
risk.

X. States should help the private sector detect, contain, respond to, and recover from events
in cyberspace. A new legal architecture—one that allows private organizations to
assertively defend their networks and systems—needs to be considered by policymakers.
First, the administration needs to complete work on a national cybersecurity incident
response plan (NCIRP), which has languished for several years. Certainly, a document alone
would not beat back nation-state cyberattacks, cybercrime, cyber-enabled economic espionage,
and other illicit activities. But an NCIRP would help formalize voluntary partnerships with
government entities to counter potentially high consequence cyberattacks.52
Second, policymakers need to clarify the rights (e.g., self-defense), roles, and
responsibilities of the public and private sectors. On paper, federal roles and responsibilities are
fairly well delineated. The U.S. government assigns DOJ and the FBI with investigating and
prosecuting cybercrimes. DHS is given the role of leading the protection of critical
infrastructure. DoD is tasked with defending the nation from attack.
At the time of this writing in June, Presidential Policy Directive 41, United States Cyber
Incident Coordination, had not been released.53
But most members of the business community are unclear when their obligations to guard
their enterprises from a cyberattack ends, particularly in the face of a nation-state or a terrorist
attack, and the government’s responsibilities begins. The process for handing off the baton—
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which, in reality, would highlight more, rather than less, public-private teamwork—warrants
deeper discussion, comprehension, and exercise.
Third, the Chamber supports liability protections for businesses that use countermeasures
to beat back malicious actors in cybersecurity. More broadly, businesses and private
organizations should be allowed to assertively defend their data, devices, networks, and
information systems within a legal framework. Indeed, passive behavior is not optimal for strong
cyber defenses, and aggressive actions can be equally self-defeating.
Guidelines and legal protections are required to resolve the ambiguity that accompanies
the private sector’s efforts to defend its resources and capabilities in cyberspace. Such a forceful,
yet disciplined, construct must be established by Congress with input from stakeholders.
The government has committed vast sums to working with the private sector to battle
cyberattacks against the business community. Yet government entities are arguably hesitant to
confront the vast majority of the cyber hostilities that beset the private sector. Businesses are
affected daily across the globe by four dynamics, which explain the need for a new protective
architecture.


It is positive that businesses’ cybersecurity budgets are increasing. Cyber defense is an
ongoing challenge, especially as technology changes and adversaries adapt their tactics.
However, the costs—e.g., legal, monetary, and reputational—of cyberattacks that hurt
businesses are rising with little to no end in sight.



Fundamental to any response to a cyberattack requires singling out the offender—
attribution. The discussion related to attribution in cyberspace is evolving too slowly to
support deterrence fully. A broader debate about the role of attribution in stopping or
degrading malicious behavior could lead to improvements in organizations’
cybersecurity. Attributing cyberattacks is part art, part science, and part politics. No
series of technical and forensics actions by themselves can achieve a high degree of
certainty about culpability. Individuals, teams, and groups’ cultures contribute
substantially to attributing cyberattacks with relative certainty.
The more significant that a cyberattack is, the more resources and political capital a
government will devote to uncovering an operation and the bad actors behind it. Some
experts suggest, “Governments get to decide how to do attribution, and they get to decide
when attribution is good enough for action.” Such a statement is reasonable. However,
the Chamber believes that the U.S. government needs to collaborate with the business
community in both pinpointing suspects and calibrating timely, legal, and proportionate
responses.54



Many agencies and departments respond to the unceasing attacks by regulating industry,
which is contrary to public-private collaboration and costly. Regulations are, in a word,
frustrating, and they often lag well behind the innovations and depredations of
cyberattackers. Government mandates are particularly troubling to companies that spend
millions of dollars annually on enterprise safeguards and essentially underwrite a portion
18

of U.S. economic security. Cyberattacks arguably separate private organizations from
state protection, and regulation is frequently perceived to be the opposite of state
protection.


Cyberattackers are almost never punished for their illicit actions, so there is no reason
why the Chamber and other stakeholders should expect that their behavior will stop. New
legal initiatives need to be considered in productive and transparent ways.

Thus, it is reasonable to the Chamber that businesses should seek greater legal authority
to defend themselves as they spend an ever-increasing amount of resources on security.
Meanwhile, bad actors, that largely operate overseas, evade U.S. authorities and are aided by
foreign governments that either sponsor the cyberattacks or cast a blind eye to such activities.
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On February 9, 2016, the Chamber sent a letter to NIST, commenting on the Framework. Among the key points
that our organization made in its letter are as follows:
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The Chamber has been actively promoting the Framework.
Chamber members are using the Framework and urging business partners to manage cybersecurity risks to
their information networks and systems.
Our organization urges policymakers to help agencies and departments with streamlining existing
regulations with the Framework and maintaining the Framework’s voluntary nature.
Industry opposes the creation of new or quasi-cybersecurity regulations, especially when government
authorities have not taken affected entities’ perspectives into account.

See, for example, Matthew Weybrecht, “A DOJ Cybercrime Round Up”, Lawfare blog (August 19, 2016).
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The table is meant to illustrate the numeric mismatch between government entities, including members of the
Cyber Forum, that are empowered to regulate the business community and government entities that are tasked with
investigating and prosecuting cybercrimes. The Cyber Forum should consider how its members can help law
enforcement increase costs on malicious actors. We need more private sector and government capacity beyond the
FBI and the Secret Service—which are just 2 federal entities out of 15 executive branch departments and dozens of
independent agencies—pushing back on malicious actors. (See The United States Government Manual, 2015.)
Cybersecurity Forum for Independent and Executive Branch Regulators
Members

Law enforcement role comparable to the FBI
and the Secret Service? (Y/N)

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), chair

N

Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

N

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)

N

Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

N

Federal Trade Commission (FTC)

N

Federal Reserve Board (Fed)

N

Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC)

N
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Financial and Banking Information Infrastructure Committee
(FBIIC)

N

National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC)

N

Other agencies or departments may participate as appropriate

TBD

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a
nonregulatory body, serves as an adviser to the Cyber Forum

NA

Policymakers need to help the law enforcement community, which is a key asset of the business community but
numerically overmatched compared with hackers. The DOJ’s John Carlin recently wrote an article in the Harvard
National Security Journal, noting, “No one agency can beat the threat. Instead, success requires drawing upon each
agency’s unique expertise, resources, and legal authorities, and using whichever tool or combination of tools will be
most effective in disrupting a particular threat.” See “Detect, Disrupt, Deter: A Whole-of-Government Approach to
National Security Cyber Threats,” Harvard National Security Journal, Volume 7, Issue 2 (June 20, 2016). Listen to
“The Lawfare Podcast: John Carlin Uses All the Tools” (July 2, 2016).
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According to the Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (Oxford, 2013),
(pgs. 4, 48, and 106), a “cyberattack” refers to a cyber operation, “whether offensive or defensive, that is reasonably
expected to cause injury or death to persons or damage or destruction to objects,” which are uses of force under
international law. The Chamber understands that the U.S. government considers the Tallinn Manual largely an
academic publication, which suggests that the document informs but does not determine U.S. policy.
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section 941 of the fiscal year 2014 defense authorization bill (P.L. 113–66), prioritizes threats that the United States
will seek to deter and includes the following:





Cyberattacks or other malicious cyber activity intended to cause casualties.
Cyberattacks or other malicious cyber activity intended to cause significant disruption to the normal
functioning of U.S. society or government, including attacks against critical infrastructure that could
damage systems used to provide key services to the public or the government.
Cyberattacks or other malicious cyber activity that threatens the command and control of U.S. military
forces, the freedom of maneuver of U.S. military forces, or the infrastructure on which the U.S. military
relies to defend U.S. interests and commitments.
Malicious cyber activity that undermines national economic security through cyber-enabled economic
espionage or sabotage. Such activity undermines the fairness and transparency of global commerce as U.S.
competitors steal developing technologies, win contracts unfairly, or steal information to manipulate
markets and benefit their companies directly (pg. 3).
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